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THE IDEA

The creators of Paradox (Megan Dan and Lindsay), sculpted Dan's original idea for the project into 

what it is today. Dan pitched his idea to create a "choose your own adventure" type of story. He also 

pitched the name "Paradox" as well as having a time travel theme. Together, they built on Dan's original 

idea and decided to create a web based interactive narrative that involves animation and music/sound 

effects that gives the user the ability to change the story line at any given point.

Dan had been waiting to see Paradox come to fruition for a while now. Because of this, he had a lot of 

creative freedom when it came to the overall story line. He decided that the main character, Mr. Blue, 

was a Time Guardian who had his handbook stole from him by a rouge Time Guardian out to cause him 

harm. The only evidence was a time portal left in his room. Mr. Blue steps through the portal to find 

that he is aboard Christopher Columbus' ship. They have lost their way and need Mr. Blue's help to get 

them to safety.

On this foundation that the entire branding was done, story was written, and animations were made.
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THE TIME LINE

First thing first, the creative team behind Paradox has to create a time line to follow in order to have the 

project done within the set scope of time. Of course, this time line wasn't quite as linear as originally 

planned and it went though many rounds of revisions throughout the process. That being said, in 

general, the group was able to follow the time line and completed a great piece of work in the end.

Speaker

Lindsay – 10 thumbs of logo
Dan – Story line / connections due
Megan – 10 thumbs of logoLindsay – Logos on comp

Dan – Intro / story / flow progression
Megan – Logos on comp

Lindsay – 5 thumbs of main character in comp
Dan – Continue on story / start "event 2"
Megan – Final logo / splash screen

Lindsay – 3 characters in comp
Dan – Story / flow 90% done
Megan – Story boarding 50% done Lindsay – 5 character in comp w/ color option

Dan – Story 100% done / framework completed
Megan – Story board done

Lindsay – Secondary characters/props
Dan – implement CSS
Megan – Environment done

Lindsay – Start animations
Dan – Audio production (narrations)
Megan – Start animations

Lindsay – Animation progress (25%)
Dan – Audio production (narrations)
Megan – Animation progress (25%)

Lindsay – Animation progress (75%)
Dan – implement animations
Megan – Animation progress (75%)

Lindsay – User testing
Dan – Implement animations (100%)
Megan – User testing

Lindsay – Additional edits / User testing
Dan – Finish front end tweaks
Megan – Additional edits / User testing

PROJECT DUE in STUDEnT GALLERY

Spring Break

Lindsay – Main characters done
Dan – Base framework completed
Megan – Environment started

Lindsay – Learn AE
Dan – Audio production Started
Megan – Teach Lindsay AE

Lindsay – Animation progress
Dan – Audio production (music)
Megan – Animation Progress

Lindsay – Animation progress (50%)
Dan – Audio production (music done)
Megan – Animation Progress (50%)

Lindsay – Animation progress (100%)
Dan – Implement animations (50%)
Megan – Animation Progress (100%)

Lindsay – Edit animations
Dan – Add audio in browser
Megan – Edit animations

Lindsay – Touch ups
Dan – Touch ups
Megan – Touch ups
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THE BRANDING

Lindsay and Megan, the designers of Paradox, led the overall look and feel of the project, although Dan's 

suggestion to have a Dr. Seuss look and feel played a big role in their general direction. The first step 

to the branding process was to create thumbnails.

After meeting as a group, the three creators agreed upon expanding on four of the logo thumbnails.

The final logo wound up being a combination of the two best logos from both Megan and Lindsay. With 

the incorporation of the clock from Linday's logo and the type for Megan's, Paradox now had a base look 

and feel to guide them through the rest of the creative process.
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THE FLOW CHART AND THE STORY

With the Time Line and Branding in place, it was time to get into the nitty gritty of the story/flow of the 

adventure. Creating a flowchart was essential to the written story as well as creating the animations. 

Dan, Megan, and Lindsay collaborated to create the flowchart below.

Based off of the flowchart, Dan created a more detailed path for Columbus and his crew to follow 

based off of the user's choices. Being the great writer that he is, Lindsay and Megan only had small 

adjustments to make to the overall story, however it is Dan who truly owns this part of Paradox.
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THE GRAPHICS

With the story written, it was time for graphics! We made lists of anything and every graphic imaginable 

that Lindsay and Megan would need to animate. Even though these lists were extensive, they were 

constantly growing and evolving throughout the process. Lindsay conquered the different characters 

while Megan made different environmental elements that the characters would be featured in as well 

as other props they would use.

CHARACTER LIST: 
1. Mr. Blue
2. Columbus
3. Eskimo Chief
4. African Chief
5. Native American Chief
6. Queen
7. Pirate Captain
8. Animals (bear, turkey, penguin)

ENVIORNMENT LIST:
1. Water
2. Iceberg
3. Boat (sewed/ row / broken)
4. Piratie Ship
5. Africa
6. Greenland
7. Spain
8. America
9. “New Nation”



THE ANIMATIONS

The graphics were done, and it was list time again! With a list of over 50 different animations to be 

done, there is no doubt that this was the most important process in making Paradox come to life. Since 

Megan was more experienced in using Adobe After Effects, she headed the project, producing 42 of 

the final animations. Lindsay was essentially thrown into the fire. Not only did she have to learn After 

Effects, but she had to create animations that followed the same general style of Megan's. This was no 

easy task, however, Lindsay persevered and the outcome was amazing.

While Lindsay and Megan were busy animating, Dan was scouring the internet for sound effects they 

would need. Not only did he find great open-source files but he also took it upon himself to create some 

of the sound effects.



THE IMPLEMENTATION

Moving onto the final steps, Dan worked hard to make Paradox functional. However, in his efforts he 

overlooked the ease of implementing CSS. He used a built in program called "The Wizard" that exists 

in Visual Studio. The ease of linking the videos together was impressive, but it produced code that was 

nearly unmanageable. Lindsay and Megan did all of the CSS themselves by scouring through tables, 

within tables, within tables in an attempt to make Paradox as visually appealing as possible.


